Let (A/, g) be a compact, connected, Riemannian manifold. Let X be a Killing vectot field on Ai. / = g(X, X) is called the length function Received by the editors December 13, 1971.
of X. Let D denote the minimum of the distances from points to their cut loci on M. We derive an inequality involving / which enables us to prove facts relating D, the zero ponts of X, orbits of X which are closed geodesies, and, applying theorems of Klingenberg, the curvatute of M. Then we use these results together with a further analysis of / to describe the nature of a Killing vector field in a neighborhood of an isolated zero point.
1. An inequality.
Theorem 1. Let X be a Killing vector field on M. Let q be a critical point of the length function f = g(X, X) of X such that f(q) ^ 0. Assume the orbit y of X through q is closed. Let a be another point of M and suppose the distance from q to a is p. Then we have d ) WlW) -v7üj) /7/vTü) < 2p.
Proof. Denote by ß the period of the orbit y. We note that y is a geodesic, since q is a critical point of / [2, p. 356 ]. Let r be the orbit of X through a. Now assume iy/fiq) -yj](a))D/\fj[q) > 2p. Pick an integer m and a real number r so that (2) mß -r = D/jfiq) -8
where 8 > 0 is chosen sufficiently small so that i\f~fTq) -\ff(a))iD/y/f(q)-8) > 2p. Then we have
Let div, w) denote the distance between two points v and w in M. Let cbt be the flow of X. We have <f>mß_i.q) = (PmA<f>_Ti<l)) = <P_r(q) since ttz is an integer and ß is the period of y. The length of the shortest segment of y between q and </>_/(?) is f™ß~r V'Jl'qAi.qA)dt, which is equal to \fTiq)imß -r) since / is constant along y. This is the length of the shortest segment because by (2), yjftqlimß -r) = D -8y/fÇq) < D and clearly D < Vi (length of y). This is also the length of the shortest segment of y between q and cb iq)-Since y is a geodesic and since the length of the shortest segment of y between q and cb iq) is less than D, this segment is therefore length minimizing. Hence we have (4) diq, cbiq)) = yj7(q)(mß -r).
Since / is constant along the orbit r of X through a, we have that the length of a segment of T between cb Aa) and cb (zz) is \ß{a)(mß -r). Thus we have (5) di<bmßia), cbia)) < y/JÜ)(mß -r).
From (3), (4), and (5) we obtain d(q, cbriq)) > 2p + \ffTa)imß -r) > 2p + d(4>mßia), cbria)). Hence (6) diq, cb iq)) >2p + dich Aa), cbia)). r mp r
By the triangle inequality we obtain diq, cb id)) < diq, cb Aa)) + dicpmßia), cbia)). r h r But d(q, (bmß(a)) = d(cbmßiq), </>m/SU)) = diq, a) = p since <pmß(q) = q and since d> « is an isometry. Thus (7) diq, cbia)) <p + dicbmßia), cbia)).
Since </> is an isometry, we have (8) dicbia), <b(q)) = diq, a) = p.
We observe that (7) implies cb(a) lies in a closed ball about cb iq) of radius p + dicb Aa), cb ia)). And (8) implies that cb id) lies in a closed ball about <b iq) of radius p. But by (6), these two balls have empty intersection. Hence we have that (1) is true.
From Theorem 1 we obtain immediately the following Theorem 2. Suppose X is a Killing vector field on M and q is a critical point of f = giX, X) such that fiq) 4 0. Suppose the orbit of X through q is closed. If p is a zero point of X, then dip, q) > D/2.
In particular, this theorem gives a lower bound for the distances between zero points of X and orbits of X which are nontrivial closed geodesies. Moreover, the lower bound depends only on the metric and not on the vector field X.
To show that it cannot be improved, consider the following example: Let M be S with the usual metric. Let X be the Killing vector field whose flow is a 1parameter group of rotations about an axis through the north and south poles.
Then any point q on the equator is a critical point of / = g(X, X) such that fiq) 4 0 and the north pole N is a zero point of X. D in this case is half of the For v in S, cb iv) = a. iv). Thus fii3 iv)) = r + t for any v in S by (1) . Hence / has the constant value r + t on </> is) and, since <p is a diffeomorphism, cb (S) is a hypersphere. Now let V = \p\<J U e, ,« 0 (5). Then To show that in general the neighborhood V cannot be further extended in such a way that conditions (i)-(iv) still hold, we need only consider the projective plane with the Killing vector field induced by the vector field X on S2
given in the example after Theorem 2.
According to Theorem 7, it is reasonable to regard the distance d from p to the nearest orbit of X which is a nontrivial geodesic as a measure of the "size" of the neighborhood V. In case all the orbits of X are closed, we have by 
